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Dear Commission Members,

I represent Salt Lake County as an at large County Council member. I
am very concerned about allowing Energy Solutions a license to accept Italian
LLRW material. I am concerned for three reasons.

First, I find it repugnant that we would accept Waste from a country
that does not have its own waste capacity and a facility that accepts LLRW. It is
my understanding that Italy does not have a long-term policy on nuclear waste
and its disposal. A good rhetorical question would be whether we should take
responsibility for the shortcomings of another country that does not plan for the
future.

Secondly, with the impending closure of the South Carolina facility and
the restrictions of the Washington facility, Clive becomes the only facility that
accepts LLRW on an open basis. As a result, Clive is a scarce national resource.
The longevity and viability of Clive is critical if America continues to utilize
nuclear power. Couple that with Clive's disinterest in waste minimization and
interest in down blending B and C waste for eventual disposal, you have a
breakdown in America's waste disposal future.

Finally, Utah has taken on quite a burden as the nation's repository for
LLRW with the location of the Clive facility within our borders. It is a
responsibility we take seriously and the cavalier decision to take foreign waste
flies in the face of our state who has accepted that burden.

Thank you,

County Councilman
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